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q QCD is dominated in collider experiments: Belle II, BESIII,  ATLAS, CMS, sPHENIX, future EIC 
q q, g turns into a group of hadrons travelling along the same direction
q jets ~ q, g at short distances
q collinear and soft modes dominate jets

q hard, collinear, and soft parts by QCD factorization, or EFT factorization using soft-collinear 
effective theory (SCET)
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QCD and hadronic jet

e-

14

Key Measurements:
Spin and Three-Dimensional 
Structure of the Nucleonlarge energy, small angle

small energy, wide angle



Jets in collider 
q precision test such as αs , heavy-quark mass 

determinations using event shape observables 
defined as a function of final-state momenta 
ex) thrust, broadening, angularity, EEC and more  

q probe of nucleon structure, hot/cold nuclear medium:
di-jet asymmetry, energy loss, jet-quenching, 
TMD-related jet observables and more

q new physics search : 
jet substructure studies using shape observables, 
multi-differential distributions

Jet physics applications
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Artificial Intelligence for Colliders Project # 20180313ER
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Figure 2. Left panel: ROC-like curve for semi-supervised training on fat jet observables. See

text for details. Right panel: Comparison of preprocessed jet images from qcd (left) and

boosted W decay (right). Work in progress by Graesser, Kang, and Yoon.

section. There, however, our preliminary studies only considered a single observable to provide the
classification. In what follows, we propose to generalize this semi-supervised method for labeling
data to multiple observables. To do that, we will determine using Monte Carlo the probability
that signal or backgrounds have the value of an observable, then label the event by a simple
“winner-takes-all” decision. We will then determine the reduced sensitivity of the ML output to
the parton-shower algorithm by considering several parton shower generators.

Component 2: Dealing with the pileup of dozens and eventually hundreds of overlapping events
per beam crossing will become increasingly important as the LHC increases the luminosity of its
colliding proton beams. A casualty of pile-up will be loss of quality information about jets in the
event. Jets are a spray of energetic particles that are detected by the several components of the
detectors. They consist of protons, neutrons, pions, and kaons. What is important here is that jets
are comprised of neutral particles and of charged particles. The momentum of charged particles
are extremely-well measured by the tracking system, and that is expected to still perform well even
with high pile-up. The momentum and energy of neutral particles are measured in the hadronic
calorimeters, and compared to charged particles, these quantities are less well-measured. In events
with high pile-up, distinguishing neutral particles arising from the primary collision of interest
from those arising from other, uninteresting, collisions will become increasingly difficult since the
less-well measured momentum from the calorimeters must be used to point-back to identify which
vertex the neutral particle came from. For charged particles, this will not be a problem.

To deal with this issue, we propose applying DL techniques to infer the information about the
neutral particle content of a jet from only the (well-measured) charged particle content of the jet.

The labeled data will include the momenta and energies of both the neutral and charged particles
in the jet, as well as the initial partonic energy in the jet. Typically charged particles comprise
about 2/3 of the jet energy, and the purpose of the ML would be understand how to correct the
jet energy measured from purely charged particles to obtain an approximation for the total energy
and momentum in the jet. A typical jet has a few energetic particles and a long-tail of soft
particles, so by training the ML on the distributions of charged and neutral particle energies, it
can correct for a fluctuation in the number and energies of the highest-energetic particles from the
actual distribution of charged particles in a measured track jet.

A common technique in vision processing known as image upscaling [13, 14] will be applied to

Graesser, Michael 4
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q Event shapes characterize a geometric feature of the event.
q Thrust is small for di-jet events while is large for multi-jet events 
q One of most precisely studied event shapes: N3LL’+N3LO
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di-jet event
𝜏𝑒𝑒 → 0

multi-jet event
𝜏𝑒𝑒 → 1

Event shape: thrust in 𝒆!𝒆" e+
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q a class of observables continuous parameter ‘𝑎’ ranging between –∞ and 2 
q the collinear with large rapidity is sensitive to 𝑎 while the soft is less sensitive  
q reducing to well-known observables: thrust and broadening 

q In e+e-, SCET factorization (𝒂 < 𝟏) [Bauer, Fleming, Lee, Sterman ‘08] and resummation [Hornig, Lee, 
Ovaneyan ’09, Bell, Hornig, Lee, Talbert ’18],  factorization in 𝒂 → 𝟏 region [Budhraja, Jain, Procura ’19]

q jet angularity [Hornig, Makris, Mehen ‘16], various axes [Larkoski, Neill, Thaler ‘14], double-differential ang 
[Procura, Waalewjin, Zeune ‘18], jet angularity in DIS [Z. Kang,  K. Lee, Ringer ‘18]  

Angularity: generalized version of thrust
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[C. Berger, T. Kucs, G. Sterman 0303051]

this work



q SCET prediction at N3LL’+N3LO, 
good agreement with data 

q αs values at 1% precision

Why Jets?𝒂 = 𝟎 : thrust 
26
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FIG. 13: Thrust distribution at N3LL′ order and Q = mZ

including QED and mb corrections using the best fit values
for αs(mZ) and Ω1 in the R-gap scheme given in Eq. (68). The
pink band represents the perturbative error determined from
the scan method described in Sec. VI. Data from DELPHI,
ALEPH, OPAL, L3, and SLD are also shown.

αs(mZ) is ±0.0009 compared to ±0.0021 with Ω̄1 in the
MS scheme. Also at NNLL′ and N3LL we see that the
removal of the O(ΛQCD) renormalon leads to a reduction
of the theoretical uncertainties by about a factor of two
in comparison to the results with Ω̄1 in the MS scheme
without renormalon subtraction. The proper treatment
of the renormalon subtraction is thus a substantial part
of a high-precision analysis for Ω1 as well as for αs.

It is instructive to analyze the minimal χ2 values for
the best fit points shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 12 the dis-
tributions of the best fits in the αs-χ2

min/dof plane are
shown using the color scheme of Fig. 11. Figure 12a dis-
plays the results in R-gap scheme, and Fig. 12b the ones
in the MS scheme. For both schemes we find that the
χ2
min values and the size of the covered area in the αs-

χ2
min/dof plane systematically decrease with increasing

order. While the analysis in the MS scheme for Ω̄1 leads
to χ2

min/dof values around unity and thus an adequate
description of the entire global data set at N3LL′ order,
we see that accounting for the renormalon subtraction in
the R-gap scheme leads to a substantially improved the-
oretical description having χ2

min/dof values below unity
already at NNLL′ and N3LL orders, with the N3LL′ or-
der result slightly lower at χ2

min/dof ! 0.91. This demon-
strates the excellent description of the experimental data
contained in our global data set. It also validates the
smaller theoretical uncertainties we obtain for αs and Ω1

at N3LL′ order in the R-gap scheme.

As an illustration of the accuracy of the fit, in Fig. 13
we show the theory thrust distributions at Q = mZ for
the full N3LL′ order with the R-gap scheme for Ω1, for
the default theory parameters and the corresponding best
fit values shown in bold in Tabs. IV and V. The pink

Band Band Our scan
method 1 method 2 method

N3LL′ with ΩRgap
1 0.0004 0.0008 0.0009

N3LL′ with Ω̄MS
1 0.0016 0.0019 0.0021

N3LL′ without Smod
τ 0.0018 0.0021 0.0034

O(α3
s) fixed-order 0.0018 0.0026 0.0046

TABLE VI: Theoretical uncertainties for αs(mZ) obtained at
N3LL′ order from two versions of the error band method, and
from our theory scan method. The uncertainties in the R-gap
scheme (first line) include renormalon subtractions, while the
ones in the MS scheme (second line) do not and are therefore
larger. The same uncertainties are obtained in the analysis
without nonperturbative function (third line). Larger uncer-
tainties are obtained from a pure O(α3

s) fixed-order analysis
(lowest line). Our theory scan method is more conservative
than the error band method.

band displays the theoretical uncertainty from the scan
method. The fit result is shown in comparison with data
from DELPHI, ALEPH, OPAL, L3, and SLD, and agrees
very well. (Note that the theory values displayed are
actually binned according to the ALEPH data set and
then joined by a smooth interpolation.)

Band Method

It is useful to compare our scan method to determine the
perturbative errors with the error band method [26] that
was employed in the analyses of Refs. [20, 22, 25]. In the
error band method first each theory parameter is varied
separately in the respective ranges specified in Tab. III
while the rest are kept fixed at their default values. The
resulting envelope of all these separate variations with
the fit parameters αs(mZ) and Ω1 held at their best fit
values determines the error bands for the thrust distri-
bution at the different Q values. Then, the perturbative
error is determined by varying αs(mZ) keeping all the-
ory parameters to their default values and the value of
the moment Ω1 to its best fit value. The resulting per-
turbative errors of αs(mZ) for our full N3LL′ analysis in
the R-gap scheme are given in the first line of Tab. VI.
In the second line the corresponding errors for αs(mZ)
in the MS scheme for Ω̄1 are displayed. The left column
gives the error when the band method is applied such
that the αs(mZ) variation leads to curves strictly inside
the error bands for all Q values. For this method it turns
out that the band for the highest Q value is the most
restrictive and sets the size of the error. The resulting
error for the N3LL′ analysis in the R-gap scheme is more
than a factor of two smaller than the error obtained from
our theory scan method, which is shown in the right col-
umn. Since the high Q data has a much lower statistical
weight than the data from Q = mZ , we do not consider
this method to be sufficiently conservative and conclude
that it should not be used. The middle column gives the
perturbative error when the band method is applied such
that the αs(mZ) variation minimizes a χ2 function which

w/ LEP (e+e-) data
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FIG. 20: Comparison of selected determinations of αs(mZ) defined in the MS scheme.

of two compared to the pure MS definition, Ω̄1, where
renormalon effects are not treated.
The code we use in this analysis represents the most

complete theoretical treatment of thrust existing at this
time. As our final result we obtain

αs(mZ) = 0.1135 ± 0.0011,

Ω1(R∆, µ∆) = 0.323 ± 0.051 GeV, (70)

where αs is defined in the MS scheme, and Ω1 in the R-
gap scheme at the reference scales R∆ = µ∆ = 2 GeV.
Here the respective total 1-sigma errors are shown. The
results with individual 1-sigma errors quoted separately
for the different sources of uncertainties are given in
Eq. (68). Neglecting the nonperturbative effects incor-
porated in the soft function, and in particular Ω1, from
the fits gives αs(mZ) = 0.1241 which exceeds the result
in Eq. (70) by 9%. This is consistent with a simple scal-
ing argument one can derive from experimental data, see
Eq. (3) in Sec. I.
Analyses of event shapes with a simultaneous fit of

αs and a power correction have been carried out earlier
with the effective coupling model. Davison and Web-
ber [23] analyzed the thrust distribution and determined
αs(mZ) = 0.1164 ± 0.0028 also using O(α3

s) fixed-order
input, but implementing the summation of logarithms
only at NLL order (for further discussion see Sec. IX).
Recently Gehrmann et al. [95] analyzed moments of dif-
ferent event shape distributions, also with the effective
coupling model, and obtained αs(mZ) = 0.1153± 0.0029
using fixed-order perturbation theory at O(α3

s). Both
analyses neglected bottom mass and QED corrections.
Our result in Eq. (70) is compatible with these analyses
at 1-sigma, but has smaller uncertainties.
These results and our result for αs(mZ) in Eq. (70)

are substantially smaller than the results of event shape
analyses employing input from Monte Carlo generators

to determine nonperturbative effects. We emphasize that
using parton-to-hadron level transfer matrices obtained
from Monte Carlo generators to incorporate nonpertur-
bative effects is not compatible with a high-order theo-
retical analysis such as ours, and thus analyses relying on
such Monte Carlo input contain systematic errors in the
determination of αs from thrust data. The small effect
of hadronization corrections on thrust observed in Monte
Carlo generators at Q = mZ and the corresponding small
shift in αs(mZ) do not agree with the 9% shift we have
obtained from our fits as mentioned above. For the rea-
sons discussed earlier, we believe Monte Carlo should not
be used for hadronization uncertainties in higher order
analyses.

Although our theoretical approach represents the most
complete treatment of thrust at this time, and all sources
of uncertainties known to us have been incorporated in
our error budget, there are a number of theoretical is-
sues related to subleading contributions that deserve fur-
ther investigation. These issues include (i) the summa-
tion of logarithms for the nonsingular partonic cross sec-
tion, (ii) the structure of the O(αsΛQCD/Q) power cor-
rections, (iii) analytic perturbative computations of the
O(α2

s) and O(α3
s) nonlogarithmic coefficients s2 and s3

in the partonic soft function, the O(α3
s) nonlogarithmic

coefficient j3 in the partonic jet function, and the 4-loop
QCD cusp anomalous dimension Γcusp

3 . Concerning is-
sue (i) we have incorporated in our analysis the non-
singular contributions in fixed-order perturbation theory
and estimated the uncertainty related to the higher order
logarithms through the usual renormalization scale vari-
ation. Further theoretical work is needed to derive the
renormalization group structure of subleading jet, soft,
and hard functions in the nonsingular contributions and
to use these results to sum the corresponding logarithms.
Concerning issue (ii) we have shown that our theoretical
description for the thrust distribution contains a remain-
ing theoretical uncertainty from nonperturbative effects
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[Abbate, Fickinger, Hoang, Mateu, Stewart, 1006.3080]

𝒂 ≠ 𝟎 case 

q NNLL’+ NLO level 
q a careful study ongoing 

for αs determination

[Bell, Hornig, Lee, Talbert, 1808.0767]
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Whyts?A tension: αs from thrust VS lattice

18

Some Recent             Results�s(mZ)

Goals for a HERA analysis of DIS thrust:
�s(mZ)•• precision test of QCD • �1
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q this tension lasts for a decay and no clear resolution. 
q new data in future EIC and new determination in DIS may shed light 

on this issue.
7
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q correlations between αs and nonperturbative (NP) effect
q leading NP effect shifts the distribution by NP parameter Ω!. 

Ω! is universal for angularities and C parameter.

q Angularities with various ‘𝑎’ and Q  provides better control on the degeneracies

Why angularity?

8

from Chris Lee’s talk in SCET 2021
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q applicable for AB colliders A,B={e,p} and for N jets
q min. groups particles into N-jet and beam regions

q reduce to thrust when N=1 and AB=ee

Angularity for DIS: one final jet  + ISR from beam 

q weighted by angularity parameter 𝑎
q axes qB, qJ group particles into beam and jet regions

q reduces to 1-jettiness in DIS when 𝑎 = 0 9

[Stewart, Tackmann, Waalewijn, 09]N-jettiness: thrust for N-jet event 

⌧N =
2

Q2

X

i

min{qB · pi, q1 · pi, . . . , qN · pi}

expressed in terms of these axes and transverse momentum orthogonal to these axes3

p = qJ ·p qB

qB ·qJ

+ qB ·p qJ

qB ·qJ

+ p‹ ,
eq:p (2.2)

where p‹ ·qJ = p‹ ·qB = 0 and its magnitude is

|p‹|2 = 2qJ ·p qB ·p/(qB ·qJ) .
eq:pperp2 (2.3)

We define a generalized rapidity by using qB and qJ , which is not back-to-back

÷BJ = ≠1
2 ln qB ·p

qJ ·p ,
eq:hBJ (2.4)

and its conjugate rapidity ÷JB = ≠÷BJ is opposite in sign. If the value of ÷BJ is positive,
p is closer to beam axis and if negative, it is closer to jet axis. This defines beam and jet
hemispheres:

p œ HB if ÷BJ > 0 and p œ HJ if ÷BJ < 0 .
eq:HBJ (2.5)

One can define beam angularity ·B
a with ÷BJ in Eq. (1.1) and jet angularity with ·J

a with
÷JB. We take ·B

a when p œ HB and ·J
a when p œ HJ . Their sum is equivalent to angularity

with absolute rapidity |÷BJ | for all particles in entire regions as in e+e≠ angularity. Note
that with min/max operator we take smaller value like min{·B

a , ·J
a } for a < 1 but larger

value like max{·B
a , ·J

a } for a > 1.
Inserting rapidity and transverse momentum into Eq. (1.1) for a single-particle group

gives the angularity in term of Lorentz scalars

·B

a (p) = 2
Q2 (qB ·p)1≠a/2(qJ ·p)a/2 , ·J

a (p) = (qB ¡ qJ) ,
eq:taB (2.6)

where we choose QN = Q2/
Ô

2qB ·qJ in Eq. (1.1) to reproduce the definition of 1-jettiness
[19] in a æ 0 limit. 4 Applying this for global event, DIS angularity is expressed as

·a = 2
Q2

ÿ

i‘HB

(qB.pi)
3

qB.pi

qJ .pi

4≠a/2
+ 2

Q2
ÿ

i‘HJ

(qJ .pi)
3

qJ .pi

qB.pi

4≠a/2
.
eq:tau_df(2.7)

5

3
For back-to-back unit vector n = (1, n̂) and n̄ = (1, ≠n̂) with n·n̄ = 2, p = n·p n̄

2 + n̄·p n

2 + p‹.

4
The Breit frame makes the picture even clear since photon and proton are aligned along z-axis: P =

Q

x

n̄z
2

and q = Q(
nz
2 ≠

n̄z
2 ) where nz = (1, 0, 0, 1) and n̄z = (1, 0, 0, ≠1). Then, qB becomes Q n̄z

2 and qJ is close

to xP + q = Q nz
2 and they are close to back-to-back axis.

5
[old] In this work we concentrate on deep-inelastic process for the production of two jets– one jet created

by the final state radiation (FSR) and one beam along the proton beam direction created by the initial

state radiation (ISR). The particles in the beam are grouped in a region HB and particles in the jet are

grouped into a region HJ . The four-vector qB is defined along the incident proton beam direction and qJ

is along the direction of the final state jet we wish to measure. Basic indi�erence in angularity between

the e+e≠
and DIS process is that two-jet DIS has beam radiation generated from the ISR unlike e+e≠

.

– 4 –

Beam ISR
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jet

HJHB

qB

qJ

N-jet limit: 𝜏𝑁 → 0



q small 𝜏# region is dominated by soft, jet-collinear, and beam-collinear modes

10

SCET factorization for DIS angularity

collinear soft 

+ O(λ4)

u
ud

u
ud

µ ⌫

x 0

u
ud

u
ud

x 0

“beam function”

“jet function” “soft function”

Parton Distribution 
Function



q Hard, Jet, Soft functions known up to O(𝛼!") from 𝑒#𝑒$ angularity
while angularity beam function was not studied before

q One can literally compute one-loop diagrams

q We use crossing symmetry of splitting function from 𝑘∗ → 𝑖𝑗

q phase-space integral is one-body and simple
q the crossing breaks down at 3-loops.  a recovery recipe recently is found.

Time

u
ud

u
ud

x 0

“beam function”

“jet function” “soft function”

𝑖

𝑗

𝑘∗

Tim
e

Angularity beam function at 𝐎(𝜶𝒔)
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+ ⋯

u
ud

u
ud

x 0

“beam function”

“jet function” “soft function”

[Ritzmann, Waalewijin 1407.3272]

[H. Chen,  T-Z.Yang,  H.X. Zhu, Y. J. Zhu 2006.10534]



q In Laplace space with 𝜈! ↔ 𝜏!

q anomalous dim and RGE are same as those of (fragmenting) jet function.  
All log terms are known. 

q constant terms �̃�#(𝑧, 𝑎) are newly obtained 

Angularity beam function at 𝐎(𝜶𝒔)
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q hadron-fragmenting jet function are closely related with the beam function in their 
crossing relations and in their factorization structures 

q all terms in the kernels are the same except for the constant term

Comparison to Fragmenting Jet Function

13

[Bain, Dai, Hornig, Hornig, Leibovich, Makris ’16]



Leading Log
Next to LL
NNLL
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q RG evolution in Laplace space

15

Beam Function Running

I Scales and running:

H

J

Sf

B

µ

f

�̂

µ�

µs

µb

µ

µh

µj

µh ⇠ scale of hard interaction
µj ⇠ inv. mass of final state jet
µb ⇠ inv. mass of initial state jet
µs ⇠ energy of soft radiation
µ⇤ ⇠ low scale (⇤QCD)

I Unlike f , the RGE for B includes Sudakov double logs

B(s, z; µ) =
Z

ds0 UB(s, s0; µ, µb) B(s0, z; µb)

Invariant mass restrictions on the real radiation yield terms
�B(s, s0; µ) / ln(µ/s), which sum the Sudakov double logs

Wouter Waalewijn (MIT) Factorization at the LHC & Beams SCET ’09 18 / 19

L = ln(µ/µJ)

Resummation by RG evolution
similar to H,J,S

LL NLL NNLL

<latexit sha1_base64="VwyZXpVQd+A/+A82uHVoiYCFTms=">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</latexit>

�B(µ) = jB �B�cusp(�s)LB + �B(�s)

�[–s] “[–s] —[–s] {H, J, B, S}[–s]
LL –s 1 –s 1

NLL –2
s –s –2

s 1
NNLL –3

s –2
s –3

s –s

N3LL –4
s –3

s –4
s –2

s

Table 1. Orders of logarithmic accuracy and required order of cusp (�) and non-cusp (“) anomalous
dimensions, beta function —, and fixed-order hard, jet, beam, and soft matching coe�cients H, J, B, S.

◊

n1+n2+1ÿ

¸1=≠1

¸1+n3+1ÿ

¸2=≠1
V n1n2

¸1
V ¸1n3

¸2
V ¸2

≠1(�) , (2.2b)

where the exponent in Eq. (2.2a) is a resummation factor that resums the large logs and the
terms Wqj are fixed-order factors which do not contain large logs. The evolution kernels K

and � are given by

K © K(µH , µJ , µB, µS , µ) = KH(µH , µ) + KJ(µJ , µ) + KB(µB, µ) + 2KS(µS , µ) (2.3a)
� © �(µJ , µB, µS , µ) = ÷J(µJ , µ) + ÷B(µB, µ) + 2÷S(µS , µ) , (2.3b)

where the individual evolution kernels KH , KJ = KB, KS , ÷J = ÷B, and ÷S are integrals
of cusp and non-cusp anomalous dimension of each function and they are given below in
Eqs. (??), (??), and (??). Note that K and � are indpendent of µ because the µ dependence
cancels between the various Ki and ÷i factors in the sums. The coe�cients Jn, Iqq

n , Iqg
n , Sn

in Eq. (2.2b) are given in App. A.2. The constants V mn

k
and V n

k
(�) are given in App. ??.

Note that Eq. (2.2) resums the large logs at all order in –s if the kernels K and � and
coe�cients Jn, Iqj

n , and Sn are correct at all order in –s. This means that the logarithmic
accuracy of the resummed results are set by perturbative uncertainties in –s of anomalous
dimesions, QCD beta function, and H, J , B, and Shemi functions. Table 1 shows the counting
scheme of logarithmic accuracy in resummed perturbation theory. The counting is transparent
with Fourier or, Laplace transformed cross section. The logarithm of transformed cross section
can be schematically written as: ln ‡̃ ≥ L

q
n=1 (–sL)n+

q
n=1 (–sL)n+–s

q
n=0 (–sL)n+· · · ,

where L is the large log correponding to ln ·1 in momentum space. Then, leading log (LL)
accuracy resums all terms with –n

s Ln+1. In general higher-order accuracy such as NkLL
resums all terms up to –k≠1

s (–sL)n where k = 1, 2, · · · . All the ingrediants to achieve N3LL

are known and are given in App. A and App. ?? except for the four-loop cusp anomalous
dimesion �. It is known that the missing four-loop contribution is small in e+e≠ thrust [8]
and the contribution is estimated by using the padé approximation with ±200 % uncertainties
as in [8].

– 4 –

𝑐!
(#) missing

this work

𝛾%,'
(() missing



q fixed-order NLO are shown to show the effect of resummation
q with ‘𝑎’ decreasing, distribution falls faster and its uncertainty tends to reduces.

Preliminary results for DIS angularity

16

prelim
inary



q uncertainty seems to saturate as 𝑎 decreases because 
anomalous dimension and constant terms approach to fixed 
value

q uncertainty reduces with x decreasing due to PDF

Preliminary results for DIS angularity

17

relative uncertaintes at NNLL



q A decay+ lasting tension (>3 sigma) in values of αs between thrust w/ SCET 
and lattice results 

q New data from EIC offers an independent test that may shed a light on this 
tension.

q DIS angularity with a continuous parameter ‘𝑎’ provides various distributions 
useful to disentangle αs from non-perturbative effect.

q New results: 
q factorization in 𝑎 < 1 and angularity beam function at 𝐎(𝜶𝒔)
q resummed predictions at NNLL 
q uncertainties sensitive to the value of 𝑎

q our result valid 𝑎 < 1 (SCETI), need to study 𝑎~1 (SCETII) region 
q Fixed-order results for large 𝜏! region and for scale profile setting
q For higher resummation, 2-loop constant of beam function and 3-loop 𝛾+,-

Summary and outlook

18



19

[PRD `19, Chien, Lee, DK, Makris]Thanks!



q angularity change much for collinear particles with large rapidity, while less from soft 
particles with small rapidity

q In e+e-, SCET factorization (𝒂 < 𝟏) [Bauer, Fleming, Lee, Sterman ‘08] and resummation [Hornig, Lee, 
Ovaneyan ’09, Bell, Hornig, Lee, Talbert ’18],  factorization in 𝒂 → 𝟏 region [Budhraja, Jain, Procura ’19]

q jet angularity [Hornig, Makris, Mehen ‘16], various axes [Larkoski, Neill, Thaler ‘14], double-differential ang 
[Procura, Waalewjin, Zeune ‘18], jet angularity in DIS [Z. Kang,  K. Lee, Ringer ‘18]  

Angularity: soft and collinear modes

20



q Up to  O(αs
3)+N3LL

q one hemisphere measurement
q Up to O(αs

2)+NLL

q moving to higher precision is challenged
due to Non-Global Logarithms 

21
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FIG. 10: Normalised event shape distributions corrected
to the hadron level for the τC , τ and B variables. The
measurements are compared with fits based on a NLO
QCD calculation including resummation (NLL) and sup-
plemented by power corrections (PC). The fit results are
shown as solid lines and are extended as dashed lines to
those data points which are not included in the QCD fit.

nisation Dokshitzer/Webber power corrections (PC)
have been used, which depends on the parameter α0

representing an effective strong coupling constant in
the infrared regime. An overall good description is
obtained for part of the phase space (higher Q and
moderate event shape values), where the theory is
expected to be valid. Simultaneous fits of αs(mZ)
and the power correction parameter α0 are shown in
Fig. 11. An average value of

αs(mZ) = 0.1198 ± 0.0013(exp.)
+0.0056
−0.0043(th.)

is obtained, which is consistent with the results from
jet and inclusive DIS cross sections. The fit was also
performed separately for all scales covered by the data,
see Fig. 12, where the asymptotic freedom of QCD
is clearly demonstrated. Due to the more inclusive
definition compared to jets, a larger range in scale is
accessible for the event shape analysis.

Since inclusive DIS and jet analyses offer different
sensitivity to the PDFs of the proton and αs, it is
desirable to have a combined QCD analysis based on
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FIG. 11: Fit results to the differential distributions of τ , B,
ρ0, τC and the C-parameter in the (αs, α0) plane. The 1σ
contours correspond to χ2 = χ2

min +1, including statistical
and experimental systematic uncertainties. The value of
αs (vertical line) and its uncertainty (shaded band) are
taken from [14].
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FIG. 12: The strong coupling αs as a function of the scale
Q from an average of the results obtained by fitting the
differential event shape distributions. The errors represent
the total experimental uncertainties. A value of αs(mZ) is
indicated in the plot, determined from a fit to the αs(Q) re-
sults using the QCD renormalisation group equation. The
fit curve is shown as the full line. The inner (outer) shaded
band represents the uncertainty of the fitted αs(Q) from
experimental errors (the renormalisation scale variation).
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FIG. 10: Normalised event shape distributions corrected
to the hadron level for the τC , τ and B variables. The
measurements are compared with fits based on a NLO
QCD calculation including resummation (NLL) and sup-
plemented by power corrections (PC). The fit results are
shown as solid lines and are extended as dashed lines to
those data points which are not included in the QCD fit.

nisation Dokshitzer/Webber power corrections (PC)
have been used, which depends on the parameter α0

representing an effective strong coupling constant in
the infrared regime. An overall good description is
obtained for part of the phase space (higher Q and
moderate event shape values), where the theory is
expected to be valid. Simultaneous fits of αs(mZ)
and the power correction parameter α0 are shown in
Fig. 11. An average value of

αs(mZ) = 0.1198 ± 0.0013(exp.)
+0.0056
−0.0043(th.)

is obtained, which is consistent with the results from
jet and inclusive DIS cross sections. The fit was also
performed separately for all scales covered by the data,
see Fig. 12, where the asymptotic freedom of QCD
is clearly demonstrated. Due to the more inclusive
definition compared to jets, a larger range in scale is
accessible for the event shape analysis.

Since inclusive DIS and jet analyses offer different
sensitivity to the PDFs of the proton and αs, it is
desirable to have a combined QCD analysis based on
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sults using the QCD renormalisation group equation. The
fit curve is shown as the full line. The inner (outer) shaded
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FIG. 10: Normalised event shape distributions corrected
to the hadron level for the τC , τ and B variables. The
measurements are compared with fits based on a NLO
QCD calculation including resummation (NLL) and sup-
plemented by power corrections (PC). The fit results are
shown as solid lines and are extended as dashed lines to
those data points which are not included in the QCD fit.

nisation Dokshitzer/Webber power corrections (PC)
have been used, which depends on the parameter α0

representing an effective strong coupling constant in
the infrared regime. An overall good description is
obtained for part of the phase space (higher Q and
moderate event shape values), where the theory is
expected to be valid. Simultaneous fits of αs(mZ)
and the power correction parameter α0 are shown in
Fig. 11. An average value of

αs(mZ) = 0.1198 ± 0.0013(exp.)
+0.0056
−0.0043(th.)

is obtained, which is consistent with the results from
jet and inclusive DIS cross sections. The fit was also
performed separately for all scales covered by the data,
see Fig. 12, where the asymptotic freedom of QCD
is clearly demonstrated. Due to the more inclusive
definition compared to jets, a larger range in scale is
accessible for the event shape analysis.

Since inclusive DIS and jet analyses offer different
sensitivity to the PDFs of the proton and αs, it is
desirable to have a combined QCD analysis based on
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Fig. 5. Differential distributions for the event shapes 1 − Tγ and Bγ . Other details as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Differential distributions for the event shapes M2, C and 1 − TT . The distributions are normalised such that n

refers to the number of events in the (x,Q2) bin after the Elim cut and N to the total number of events in the (x,Q2) bin
before the Elim cut. The differential cross section has been scaled for clarity by factors 10n , where n = 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2
for 〈Q〉 = 21, 29, 42, 59, 82 and 113 GeV, respectively. The solid (dashed) curves show the points used (omitted) in the
fit to NLL resummed calculation matched to NLO plus power corrections.

None of the three matching techniques discussed in Section 6.1 is strongly preferred theoreti-
cally. Although the modification terms should be used to ensure the correct behaviour of the cross
section, all options included in DISRESUM have been used. The results of fits using six different
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section, all options included in DISRESUM have been used. The results of fits using six different
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Fig. 4. Differential distributions for the event shapes M2, C and 1 − TT . The distributions are normalised such that n
refers to the number of events in the (x,Q2) bin after the Elim cut and N to the total number of events in the (x,Q2) bin
before the Elim cut. The differential cross section has been scaled for clarity by factors 10n , where n = 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2
for 〈Q〉 = 21, 29, 42, 59, 82 and 113 GeV, respectively. Predictions of ARIADNE at the hadron (solid lines) and parton
(dashed lines) levels are shown.

the power correction becomes positive and the fitted values of αs (α0) change to 0.1285(0.3541),
values that are in closer agreement with the other variables. If the model were robust, the fitted
values of αs would be independent of µI . However a dependence on µI is clearly evident in the
tables. In view of these results, no attempt to extract combined values of (α0,αS) from the mean
event shapes was made.

10.2. Differential distributions

The differential distributions of the event-shape variables for Q2 > 320 GeV2 are compared
to the predictions of ARIADNE in Figs. 4 and 5. For all variables, ARIADNE describes the data
well. The parton level of ARIADNE is also shown. The difference between the hadron and parton
levels can be taken as illustrative of the hadronisation correction.

The differential distributions for (1 − Tγ ), Bγ , M2, C and (1 − TT ), for which the theoretical
predictions are available, have been fitted with NLL+NLO+PC calculations as shown in Figs. 6
and 7. The solid (dashed) bars show the bins that were used (unused) in the fit as described in
Section 7.

Higher precision 
possible?
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FIG. 10: Normalised event shape distributions corrected
to the hadron level for the τC , τ and B variables. The
measurements are compared with fits based on a NLO
QCD calculation including resummation (NLL) and sup-
plemented by power corrections (PC). The fit results are
shown as solid lines and are extended as dashed lines to
those data points which are not included in the QCD fit.

nisation Dokshitzer/Webber power corrections (PC)
have been used, which depends on the parameter α0

representing an effective strong coupling constant in
the infrared regime. An overall good description is
obtained for part of the phase space (higher Q and
moderate event shape values), where the theory is
expected to be valid. Simultaneous fits of αs(mZ)
and the power correction parameter α0 are shown in
Fig. 11. An average value of

αs(mZ) = 0.1198 ± 0.0013(exp.)
+0.0056
−0.0043(th.)

is obtained, which is consistent with the results from
jet and inclusive DIS cross sections. The fit was also
performed separately for all scales covered by the data,
see Fig. 12, where the asymptotic freedom of QCD
is clearly demonstrated. Due to the more inclusive
definition compared to jets, a larger range in scale is
accessible for the event shape analysis.

Since inclusive DIS and jet analyses offer different
sensitivity to the PDFs of the proton and αs, it is
desirable to have a combined QCD analysis based on
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FIG. 11: Fit results to the differential distributions of τ , B,
ρ0, τC and the C-parameter in the (αs, α0) plane. The 1σ
contours correspond to χ2 = χ2

min +1, including statistical
and experimental systematic uncertainties. The value of
αs (vertical line) and its uncertainty (shaded band) are
taken from [14].
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FIG. 12: The strong coupling αs as a function of the scale
Q from an average of the results obtained by fitting the
differential event shape distributions. The errors represent
the total experimental uncertainties. A value of αs(mZ) is
indicated in the plot, determined from a fit to the αs(Q) re-
sults using the QCD renormalisation group equation. The
fit curve is shown as the full line. The inner (outer) shaded
band represents the uncertainty of the fitted αs(Q) from
experimental errors (the renormalisation scale variation).
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FIG. 10: Normalised event shape distributions corrected
to the hadron level for the τC , τ and B variables. The
measurements are compared with fits based on a NLO
QCD calculation including resummation (NLL) and sup-
plemented by power corrections (PC). The fit results are
shown as solid lines and are extended as dashed lines to
those data points which are not included in the QCD fit.

nisation Dokshitzer/Webber power corrections (PC)
have been used, which depends on the parameter α0

representing an effective strong coupling constant in
the infrared regime. An overall good description is
obtained for part of the phase space (higher Q and
moderate event shape values), where the theory is
expected to be valid. Simultaneous fits of αs(mZ)
and the power correction parameter α0 are shown in
Fig. 11. An average value of

αs(mZ) = 0.1198 ± 0.0013(exp.)
+0.0056
−0.0043(th.)

is obtained, which is consistent with the results from
jet and inclusive DIS cross sections. The fit was also
performed separately for all scales covered by the data,
see Fig. 12, where the asymptotic freedom of QCD
is clearly demonstrated. Due to the more inclusive
definition compared to jets, a larger range in scale is
accessible for the event shape analysis.

Since inclusive DIS and jet analyses offer different
sensitivity to the PDFs of the proton and αs, it is
desirable to have a combined QCD analysis based on
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contours correspond to χ2 = χ2
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and experimental systematic uncertainties. The value of
αs (vertical line) and its uncertainty (shaded band) are
taken from [14].
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Q from an average of the results obtained by fitting the
differential event shape distributions. The errors represent
the total experimental uncertainties. A value of αs(mZ) is
indicated in the plot, determined from a fit to the αs(Q) re-
sults using the QCD renormalisation group equation. The
fit curve is shown as the full line. The inner (outer) shaded
band represents the uncertainty of the fitted αs(Q) from
experimental errors (the renormalisation scale variation).
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FIG. 10: Normalised event shape distributions corrected
to the hadron level for the τC , τ and B variables. The
measurements are compared with fits based on a NLO
QCD calculation including resummation (NLL) and sup-
plemented by power corrections (PC). The fit results are
shown as solid lines and are extended as dashed lines to
those data points which are not included in the QCD fit.

nisation Dokshitzer/Webber power corrections (PC)
have been used, which depends on the parameter α0

representing an effective strong coupling constant in
the infrared regime. An overall good description is
obtained for part of the phase space (higher Q and
moderate event shape values), where the theory is
expected to be valid. Simultaneous fits of αs(mZ)
and the power correction parameter α0 are shown in
Fig. 11. An average value of

αs(mZ) = 0.1198 ± 0.0013(exp.)
+0.0056
−0.0043(th.)

is obtained, which is consistent with the results from
jet and inclusive DIS cross sections. The fit was also
performed separately for all scales covered by the data,
see Fig. 12, where the asymptotic freedom of QCD
is clearly demonstrated. Due to the more inclusive
definition compared to jets, a larger range in scale is
accessible for the event shape analysis.

Since inclusive DIS and jet analyses offer different
sensitivity to the PDFs of the proton and αs, it is
desirable to have a combined QCD analysis based on
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FIG. 12: The strong coupling αs as a function of the scale
Q from an average of the results obtained by fitting the
differential event shape distributions. The errors represent
the total experimental uncertainties. A value of αs(mZ) is
indicated in the plot, determined from a fit to the αs(Q) re-
sults using the QCD renormalisation group equation. The
fit curve is shown as the full line. The inner (outer) shaded
band represents the uncertainty of the fitted αs(Q) from
experimental errors (the renormalisation scale variation).
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Fig. 5. Differential distributions for the event shapes 1 − Tγ and Bγ . Other details as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Differential distributions for the event shapes M2, C and 1 − TT . The distributions are normalised such that n

refers to the number of events in the (x,Q2) bin after the Elim cut and N to the total number of events in the (x,Q2) bin
before the Elim cut. The differential cross section has been scaled for clarity by factors 10n , where n = 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2
for 〈Q〉 = 21, 29, 42, 59, 82 and 113 GeV, respectively. The solid (dashed) curves show the points used (omitted) in the
fit to NLL resummed calculation matched to NLO plus power corrections.

None of the three matching techniques discussed in Section 6.1 is strongly preferred theoreti-
cally. Although the modification terms should be used to ensure the correct behaviour of the cross
section, all options included in DISRESUM have been used. The results of fits using six different
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fit to NLL resummed calculation matched to NLO plus power corrections.
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section, all options included in DISRESUM have been used. The results of fits using six different
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Fig. 4. Differential distributions for the event shapes M2, C and 1 − TT . The distributions are normalised such that n
refers to the number of events in the (x,Q2) bin after the Elim cut and N to the total number of events in the (x,Q2) bin
before the Elim cut. The differential cross section has been scaled for clarity by factors 10n , where n = 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2
for 〈Q〉 = 21, 29, 42, 59, 82 and 113 GeV, respectively. Predictions of ARIADNE at the hadron (solid lines) and parton
(dashed lines) levels are shown.

the power correction becomes positive and the fitted values of αs (α0) change to 0.1285(0.3541),
values that are in closer agreement with the other variables. If the model were robust, the fitted
values of αs would be independent of µI . However a dependence on µI is clearly evident in the
tables. In view of these results, no attempt to extract combined values of (α0,αS) from the mean
event shapes was made.

10.2. Differential distributions

The differential distributions of the event-shape variables for Q2 > 320 GeV2 are compared
to the predictions of ARIADNE in Figs. 4 and 5. For all variables, ARIADNE describes the data
well. The parton level of ARIADNE is also shown. The difference between the hadron and parton
levels can be taken as illustrative of the hadronisation correction.

The differential distributions for (1 − Tγ ), Bγ , M2, C and (1 − TT ), for which the theoretical
predictions are available, have been fitted with NLL+NLO+PC calculations as shown in Figs. 6
and 7. The solid (dashed) bars show the bins that were used (unused) in the fit as described in
Section 7.
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FIG. 13: Thrust distribution at N3LL′ order and Q = mZ

including QED and mb corrections using the best fit values
for αs(mZ) and Ω1 in the R-gap scheme given in Eq. (68). The
pink band represents the perturbative error determined from
the scan method described in Sec. VI. Data from DELPHI,
ALEPH, OPAL, L3, and SLD are also shown.

αs(mZ) is ±0.0009 compared to ±0.0021 with Ω̄1 in the
MS scheme. Also at NNLL′ and N3LL we see that the
removal of the O(ΛQCD) renormalon leads to a reduction
of the theoretical uncertainties by about a factor of two
in comparison to the results with Ω̄1 in the MS scheme
without renormalon subtraction. The proper treatment
of the renormalon subtraction is thus a substantial part
of a high-precision analysis for Ω1 as well as for αs.

It is instructive to analyze the minimal χ2 values for
the best fit points shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 12 the dis-
tributions of the best fits in the αs-χ2

min/dof plane are
shown using the color scheme of Fig. 11. Figure 12a dis-
plays the results in R-gap scheme, and Fig. 12b the ones
in the MS scheme. For both schemes we find that the
χ2
min values and the size of the covered area in the αs-

χ2
min/dof plane systematically decrease with increasing

order. While the analysis in the MS scheme for Ω̄1 leads
to χ2

min/dof values around unity and thus an adequate
description of the entire global data set at N3LL′ order,
we see that accounting for the renormalon subtraction in
the R-gap scheme leads to a substantially improved the-
oretical description having χ2

min/dof values below unity
already at NNLL′ and N3LL orders, with the N3LL′ or-
der result slightly lower at χ2

min/dof ! 0.91. This demon-
strates the excellent description of the experimental data
contained in our global data set. It also validates the
smaller theoretical uncertainties we obtain for αs and Ω1

at N3LL′ order in the R-gap scheme.

As an illustration of the accuracy of the fit, in Fig. 13
we show the theory thrust distributions at Q = mZ for
the full N3LL′ order with the R-gap scheme for Ω1, for
the default theory parameters and the corresponding best
fit values shown in bold in Tabs. IV and V. The pink

Band Band Our scan
method 1 method 2 method

N3LL′ with ΩRgap
1 0.0004 0.0008 0.0009

N3LL′ with Ω̄MS
1 0.0016 0.0019 0.0021

N3LL′ without Smod
τ 0.0018 0.0021 0.0034

O(α3
s) fixed-order 0.0018 0.0026 0.0046

TABLE VI: Theoretical uncertainties for αs(mZ) obtained at
N3LL′ order from two versions of the error band method, and
from our theory scan method. The uncertainties in the R-gap
scheme (first line) include renormalon subtractions, while the
ones in the MS scheme (second line) do not and are therefore
larger. The same uncertainties are obtained in the analysis
without nonperturbative function (third line). Larger uncer-
tainties are obtained from a pure O(α3

s) fixed-order analysis
(lowest line). Our theory scan method is more conservative
than the error band method.

band displays the theoretical uncertainty from the scan
method. The fit result is shown in comparison with data
from DELPHI, ALEPH, OPAL, L3, and SLD, and agrees
very well. (Note that the theory values displayed are
actually binned according to the ALEPH data set and
then joined by a smooth interpolation.)

Band Method

It is useful to compare our scan method to determine the
perturbative errors with the error band method [26] that
was employed in the analyses of Refs. [20, 22, 25]. In the
error band method first each theory parameter is varied
separately in the respective ranges specified in Tab. III
while the rest are kept fixed at their default values. The
resulting envelope of all these separate variations with
the fit parameters αs(mZ) and Ω1 held at their best fit
values determines the error bands for the thrust distri-
bution at the different Q values. Then, the perturbative
error is determined by varying αs(mZ) keeping all the-
ory parameters to their default values and the value of
the moment Ω1 to its best fit value. The resulting per-
turbative errors of αs(mZ) for our full N3LL′ analysis in
the R-gap scheme are given in the first line of Tab. VI.
In the second line the corresponding errors for αs(mZ)
in the MS scheme for Ω̄1 are displayed. The left column
gives the error when the band method is applied such
that the αs(mZ) variation leads to curves strictly inside
the error bands for all Q values. For this method it turns
out that the band for the highest Q value is the most
restrictive and sets the size of the error. The resulting
error for the N3LL′ analysis in the R-gap scheme is more
than a factor of two smaller than the error obtained from
our theory scan method, which is shown in the right col-
umn. Since the high Q data has a much lower statistical
weight than the data from Q = mZ , we do not consider
this method to be sufficiently conservative and conclude
that it should not be used. The middle column gives the
perturbative error when the band method is applied such
that the αs(mZ) variation minimizes a χ2 function which
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FIG. 10: Normalised event shape distributions corrected
to the hadron level for the τC , τ and B variables. The
measurements are compared with fits based on a NLO
QCD calculation including resummation (NLL) and sup-
plemented by power corrections (PC). The fit results are
shown as solid lines and are extended as dashed lines to
those data points which are not included in the QCD fit.

nisation Dokshitzer/Webber power corrections (PC)
have been used, which depends on the parameter α0

representing an effective strong coupling constant in
the infrared regime. An overall good description is
obtained for part of the phase space (higher Q and
moderate event shape values), where the theory is
expected to be valid. Simultaneous fits of αs(mZ)
and the power correction parameter α0 are shown in
Fig. 11. An average value of

αs(mZ) = 0.1198 ± 0.0013(exp.)
+0.0056
−0.0043(th.)

is obtained, which is consistent with the results from
jet and inclusive DIS cross sections. The fit was also
performed separately for all scales covered by the data,
see Fig. 12, where the asymptotic freedom of QCD
is clearly demonstrated. Due to the more inclusive
definition compared to jets, a larger range in scale is
accessible for the event shape analysis.

Since inclusive DIS and jet analyses offer different
sensitivity to the PDFs of the proton and αs, it is
desirable to have a combined QCD analysis based on
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sults using the QCD renormalisation group equation. The
fit curve is shown as the full line. The inner (outer) shaded
band represents the uncertainty of the fitted αs(Q) from
experimental errors (the renormalisation scale variation).
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FIG. 10: Normalised event shape distributions corrected
to the hadron level for the τC , τ and B variables. The
measurements are compared with fits based on a NLO
QCD calculation including resummation (NLL) and sup-
plemented by power corrections (PC). The fit results are
shown as solid lines and are extended as dashed lines to
those data points which are not included in the QCD fit.

nisation Dokshitzer/Webber power corrections (PC)
have been used, which depends on the parameter α0

representing an effective strong coupling constant in
the infrared regime. An overall good description is
obtained for part of the phase space (higher Q and
moderate event shape values), where the theory is
expected to be valid. Simultaneous fits of αs(mZ)
and the power correction parameter α0 are shown in
Fig. 11. An average value of

αs(mZ) = 0.1198 ± 0.0013(exp.)
+0.0056
−0.0043(th.)

is obtained, which is consistent with the results from
jet and inclusive DIS cross sections. The fit was also
performed separately for all scales covered by the data,
see Fig. 12, where the asymptotic freedom of QCD
is clearly demonstrated. Due to the more inclusive
definition compared to jets, a larger range in scale is
accessible for the event shape analysis.

Since inclusive DIS and jet analyses offer different
sensitivity to the PDFs of the proton and αs, it is
desirable to have a combined QCD analysis based on
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FIG. 20: Comparison of selected determinations of αs(mZ) defined in the MS scheme.

of two compared to the pure MS definition, Ω̄1, where
renormalon effects are not treated.
The code we use in this analysis represents the most

complete theoretical treatment of thrust existing at this
time. As our final result we obtain

αs(mZ) = 0.1135 ± 0.0011,

Ω1(R∆, µ∆) = 0.323 ± 0.051 GeV, (70)

where αs is defined in the MS scheme, and Ω1 in the R-
gap scheme at the reference scales R∆ = µ∆ = 2 GeV.
Here the respective total 1-sigma errors are shown. The
results with individual 1-sigma errors quoted separately
for the different sources of uncertainties are given in
Eq. (68). Neglecting the nonperturbative effects incor-
porated in the soft function, and in particular Ω1, from
the fits gives αs(mZ) = 0.1241 which exceeds the result
in Eq. (70) by 9%. This is consistent with a simple scal-
ing argument one can derive from experimental data, see
Eq. (3) in Sec. I.
Analyses of event shapes with a simultaneous fit of

αs and a power correction have been carried out earlier
with the effective coupling model. Davison and Web-
ber [23] analyzed the thrust distribution and determined
αs(mZ) = 0.1164 ± 0.0028 also using O(α3

s) fixed-order
input, but implementing the summation of logarithms
only at NLL order (for further discussion see Sec. IX).
Recently Gehrmann et al. [95] analyzed moments of dif-
ferent event shape distributions, also with the effective
coupling model, and obtained αs(mZ) = 0.1153± 0.0029
using fixed-order perturbation theory at O(α3

s). Both
analyses neglected bottom mass and QED corrections.
Our result in Eq. (70) is compatible with these analyses
at 1-sigma, but has smaller uncertainties.
These results and our result for αs(mZ) in Eq. (70)

are substantially smaller than the results of event shape
analyses employing input from Monte Carlo generators

to determine nonperturbative effects. We emphasize that
using parton-to-hadron level transfer matrices obtained
from Monte Carlo generators to incorporate nonpertur-
bative effects is not compatible with a high-order theo-
retical analysis such as ours, and thus analyses relying on
such Monte Carlo input contain systematic errors in the
determination of αs from thrust data. The small effect
of hadronization corrections on thrust observed in Monte
Carlo generators at Q = mZ and the corresponding small
shift in αs(mZ) do not agree with the 9% shift we have
obtained from our fits as mentioned above. For the rea-
sons discussed earlier, we believe Monte Carlo should not
be used for hadronization uncertainties in higher order
analyses.

Although our theoretical approach represents the most
complete treatment of thrust at this time, and all sources
of uncertainties known to us have been incorporated in
our error budget, there are a number of theoretical is-
sues related to subleading contributions that deserve fur-
ther investigation. These issues include (i) the summa-
tion of logarithms for the nonsingular partonic cross sec-
tion, (ii) the structure of the O(αsΛQCD/Q) power cor-
rections, (iii) analytic perturbative computations of the
O(α2

s) and O(α3
s) nonlogarithmic coefficients s2 and s3

in the partonic soft function, the O(α3
s) nonlogarithmic

coefficient j3 in the partonic jet function, and the 4-loop
QCD cusp anomalous dimension Γcusp

3 . Concerning is-
sue (i) we have incorporated in our analysis the non-
singular contributions in fixed-order perturbation theory
and estimated the uncertainty related to the higher order
logarithms through the usual renormalization scale vari-
ation. Further theoretical work is needed to derive the
renormalization group structure of subleading jet, soft,
and hard functions in the nonsingular contributions and
to use these results to sum the corresponding logarithms.
Concerning issue (ii) we have shown that our theoretical
description for the thrust distribution contains a remain-
ing theoretical uncertainty from nonperturbative effects

Becher and Schwartz

[Farhi]

Thrust in ee and in DIS
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NNLL predictions
40

FIG. 11: Difference between τ b
1 and τa

1 cumulant cross sec-
tions at Q = 80 GeV and x = 0.2 and at Q = 40 GeV and
x = 0.02. The difference at NLL is zero for both parameter
sets.

B. τ b
1 cross section

The τb1 cumulant cross section is different from τa1 by a
single term at NLO in Eq. (185). The term contains ln z
where z is integrated over from x to 1, and so the term
becomes larger for smaller x. Fig. 11 shows their per-
cent difference at NLL and NNLL for two sets of (Q, x):
(80, 0.2) and (40, 0.02). The difference at NLL is zero
because at LO fixed order τa1 and τb1 cross section are
identical and the NLL logs are the same. At NNLL for
x = 0.2 the size of difference is small, a few percent. The
difference at the value x = 0.02 is larger than that for
x = 0.2, becoming now a 10-15% effect. This difference
is roughly constant in Q because of the mild Q depen-
dence in Fig. 10.

C. τ c
1 cross section

The 1-jettiness τc1 is designed to measure a jet close to
the z axis (incoming electron direction), and the factor-
ization theorem for τc1 in Eq. (153) is valid for a jet with
small transverse momentum q2⊥ = (1− y)Q2. So, the pa-
rameters Q and x should be chosen such that 1− y " 1
in other words, Q2/(xs) ≈ 1. The parameters in Fig. 6
cannot be used because y ≈ 0.36 for Q = 80 GeV and
x = 0.2. For τc1 in Figs. 12 and 13 we choose Q = 90 GeV
and x = 0.1 for which y = 0.9. Note that the profile
functions for τc1 given in Eq. (206) are also different from
those for τa,b1 .
Fig. 12 shows the cumulant τc1 cross section resummed

to LL, NLL, and NNLL accuracy. The most notable fea-
ture in the τc1 spectrum is the threshold θ(τc1 − 1+ y) in-
dicated by an arrow in the plot. The threshold is exactly
respected in LL and NLL results and is effectively true at
NNLL because, although Eq. (189b) contains terms vio-
lating this threshold at O(αs), their size is numerically
small (∼ 0.1%). In the region near this threshold nonper-

FIG. 12: τ c
1 cumulant cross section at Q = 90 GeV and

x = 0.1, giving y = 0.9. Colored bands show theoretical
uncertainties around central values for resummed results to
LL (dotted, green), NLL (dashed, blue), and NNLL (solid,
red) accuracy. The horizontal line is the total cross section.
The arrow at 1− y indicates the threshold in τ c

1 spectrum.

FIG. 13: Difference between τ c
1 cumulant cross sections in

comparison to τa
1 results at Q = 90 GeV and x = 0.1 which

gives y = 0.9. The horizontal dashed line is the total cross
section at this x,Q2.

turbative corrections are quite important, and the purely
perturbative cross section actually has a small negative
dip (almost invisible in the plot).
Fig. 13 shows τc1 in comparison with the τa1 cumulant

cross section at NNLL. In addition to the threshold dis-
cussed in Fig. 12, the τc1 curve increases more slowly than
the τa1 curve does. This is because the normalization of
the τc1 axes in Eq. (42) are different from those for τa1 .
The beam axis qB for τc1 is larger than for τa1 by a factor
of 1/x while the jet axis qJ is approximately the same in
the limit y → 1. This increases the projection of the par-
ticle momentum qB · pi by the factor of 1/x in 1-jettiness
Eq. (24), but τc1 is not increased by quite the same factor
because fewer particles are grouped into the HB region
due to the minimum in Eq. (24). Still, in Fig. 13 for the
same value of the cross section the departure of τc1 from
its threshold is larger than that of τa1 due to this factor.
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FIG. 6: Cumulant cross section in τa
1 at Q = 80 GeV and

x = 0.2. Colored bands show theoretical uncertainties around
central values (lines) to LL (dotted line, green band), NLL
(dashed line, blue band), and NNLL (solid line, red band) ac-
curacy and the horizontal dashed line is the total cross section
at fixed x,Q2.

VIII. RESULTS

In this section we present our numerical results for the
three versions of DIS 1-jettiness: τa1 , τ

b
1 , and τc1 . We

plot the cross sections accurate for small τ1 resummed
from LL to NNLL accuracy, and also the singular terms
at fixed order O(αs) (NLO) for comparison. (We esti-
mate the size of the small missing non-singular terms by
comparing to the known O(αs) cross section integrated
over all τ1.) We start by describing the τa1 spectrum in
detail, and then compare the features of the τb1 and τc1
cross sections relative to the results for τa1 . We choose
s = (300 GeV)2 as in the H1 and ZEUS experiments.
For the PDFs, we use the MSTW2008 [110] set at NLO
and include five quark and antiquark flavors excluding
top. To be consistent with the αs used in the NLO
PDFs we use the 2-loop beta function for running αs

and αs(mZ) = 0.1202.
We present results for the cumulant cross section σc(τ1)

defined in Eq. (183) and the dimensionless distribution

dσ̂

dτ1
=

1

σ0

dσ

dτ1
=

d

dτ1
σc(τ1) . (224)

Note that both the cumulant σc(τ1) and the differential
distribution dσ̂/dτ1 are differential in x and Q2. How-
ever, for notational simplicity we made their x and Q2

dependences implicit in this section.

A. τa
1 cross section

In this subsection, we present results for the cumulant
cross section σc(τ1) and differential cross section dσ̂/dτ1
for the “aligned” 1-jettiness τ1 = τa1 .
Fig. 6 shows the τa1 cumulant cross section, defined

by Eq. (183), at Q = 80 GeV and x = 0.2. In or-

FIG. 7: Weighted differential cross section in τa
1 at Q =

80 GeV and x = 0.2. Colored bands show theoretical uncer-
tainties around central values (lines) at fixed order αs (dot-
ted line, gray band) and resummed to NLL (dashed line, blue
band) and NNLL (solid line, red band) accuracy.

FIG. 8: Differential cross section in τa
1 at Q = 80 GeV and

x = 0.2 in the peak region, NNLL with nonperturbative shape
function taken into account (NNLL PT+NP, dashed, orange),
and without NP shape function at fixed-order αs (NLO PT,
dotted, gray) and resummed (NNLL PT, solid, red).

der to illustrate perturbative convergence the results re-
summed to LL, NLL, and NNLL accuracy are shown.
The bands indicate perturbative uncertainties by vary-
ing the scales µH,B,J,S given by “profile functions” as
described in Sec. VIIC 1, and there is excellent order-by-
order convergence, and beautiful precision at NNLL or-
der. The cumulant cross section increases monotonically
from the small τa1 region and begins to saturate near for
large τa1 where the integral defining this cumulant be-
comes that for the total cross section. There is a small
gap between the total cross section at O(αs) (dashed
horizontal line) and our NNLL cumulant at large τa1 , re-
flecting the small size of nonsingular terms not taken into
account in this paper. Note however that these terms are
important at the level of precision of our cumulant cross
section, and hence they will be considered in the future.
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FIG. 6: Cumulant cross section in τa
1 at Q = 80 GeV and

x = 0.2. Colored bands show theoretical uncertainties around
central values (lines) to LL (dotted line, green band), NLL
(dashed line, blue band), and NNLL (solid line, red band) ac-
curacy and the horizontal dashed line is the total cross section
at fixed x,Q2.

VIII. RESULTS

In this section we present our numerical results for the
three versions of DIS 1-jettiness: τa1 , τ

b
1 , and τc1 . We

plot the cross sections accurate for small τ1 resummed
from LL to NNLL accuracy, and also the singular terms
at fixed order O(αs) (NLO) for comparison. (We esti-
mate the size of the small missing non-singular terms by
comparing to the known O(αs) cross section integrated
over all τ1.) We start by describing the τa1 spectrum in
detail, and then compare the features of the τb1 and τc1
cross sections relative to the results for τa1 . We choose
s = (300 GeV)2 as in the H1 and ZEUS experiments.
For the PDFs, we use the MSTW2008 [110] set at NLO
and include five quark and antiquark flavors excluding
top. To be consistent with the αs used in the NLO
PDFs we use the 2-loop beta function for running αs

and αs(mZ) = 0.1202.
We present results for the cumulant cross section σc(τ1)

defined in Eq. (183) and the dimensionless distribution

dσ̂

dτ1
=

1

σ0

dσ

dτ1
=

d

dτ1
σc(τ1) . (224)

Note that both the cumulant σc(τ1) and the differential
distribution dσ̂/dτ1 are differential in x and Q2. How-
ever, for notational simplicity we made their x and Q2

dependences implicit in this section.

A. τa
1 cross section

In this subsection, we present results for the cumulant
cross section σc(τ1) and differential cross section dσ̂/dτ1
for the “aligned” 1-jettiness τ1 = τa1 .
Fig. 6 shows the τa1 cumulant cross section, defined

by Eq. (183), at Q = 80 GeV and x = 0.2. In or-

FIG. 7: Weighted differential cross section in τa
1 at Q =

80 GeV and x = 0.2. Colored bands show theoretical uncer-
tainties around central values (lines) at fixed order αs (dot-
ted line, gray band) and resummed to NLL (dashed line, blue
band) and NNLL (solid line, red band) accuracy.

FIG. 8: Differential cross section in τa
1 at Q = 80 GeV and

x = 0.2 in the peak region, NNLL with nonperturbative shape
function taken into account (NNLL PT+NP, dashed, orange),
and without NP shape function at fixed-order αs (NLO PT,
dotted, gray) and resummed (NNLL PT, solid, red).

der to illustrate perturbative convergence the results re-
summed to LL, NLL, and NNLL accuracy are shown.
The bands indicate perturbative uncertainties by vary-
ing the scales µH,B,J,S given by “profile functions” as
described in Sec. VIIC 1, and there is excellent order-by-
order convergence, and beautiful precision at NNLL or-
der. The cumulant cross section increases monotonically
from the small τa1 region and begins to saturate near for
large τa1 where the integral defining this cumulant be-
comes that for the total cross section. There is a small
gap between the total cross section at O(αs) (dashed
horizontal line) and our NNLL cumulant at large τa1 , re-
flecting the small size of nonsingular terms not taken into
account in this paper. Note however that these terms are
important at the level of precision of our cumulant cross
section, and hence they will be considered in the future.

One order higher than 
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FIG. 12: τ c
1 cumulant cross section at Q = 90 GeV and

x = 0.1, giving y = 0.9. Colored bands show theoretical
uncertainties around central values for resummed results to
LL (dotted, green), NLL (dashed, blue), and NNLL (solid,
red) accuracy. The horizontal line is the total cross section.
The arrow at 1− y indicates the threshold in τ c

1 spectrum.

Each τ1 is similar to thrust, measuring how closely
final-state hadrons are collimated along “beam” and
“jet” reference axes, but with important variations. τa1
measures the small light-cone momentum along two axes
aligned with the proton direction and the actual jet di-
rection, and averages over the transverse momentum of
ISR in the calculation of the cross section. τb1 projects
onto fixed axes such that the beam and jet regions are
back-to-back hemispheres in the Breit frame. The fixed
jet axis is not quite equal to the physical jet axis in the
final state, causing τb1 to be sensitive to the transverse
momentum p⊥ of ISR and requiring a convolution over
p⊥ in the jet and beam functions in the τb1 factoriza-
tion theorem. Finally τc1 groups final-state hadrons into
back-to-back hemispheres in the CM frame, projecting
momenta onto the initial proton and electron directions,
and also requires a convolution over the transverse mo-
menta of the ISR and final-state jets. Furthermore, the
case of small τc1 also requires the DIS variable y to be
near 1.
We proved factorization theorems for all three versions

of τ1 using the tools of SCET, carefully accounting for
the differing dependences on the transverse momentum
of ISR. These differences lead to the appearance of the
ordinary beam function in the τa1 factorization theorem
and the generalized k⊥-dependent beam function in the
τb1 and τc1 factorization theorems. We were able to re-
late the soft function appearing in any of these factor-
ization theorems in any reference frame to the ordinary
DIS hemisphere soft function by suitable rescaling of the
arguments, using boost invariance.
The relevant hard, jet, beam, and soft functions and

their anomalous dimensions are known to sufficiently
high order that we could immediately achieve NNLL re-
summed accuracy in our predictions for the τa,b,c1 cross
sections (using the factorization theorems we derived).
We gave predictions for the differential and cumulant τ1

FIG. 13: τ c
1 cumulant cross section in comparison to τa

1 re-
sult at Q = 90 GeV and x = 0.1 which gives y = 0.9. The
horizontal dashed line is the total cross section at this x,Q2.

cross sections, illustrating the differences among τa,b,c1
due to the different dependences on the transverse mo-
mentum of ISR. We presented numerical predictions at
x and Q2 values explored at the HERA collider, but our
analytical predictions can easily be applied to a much
wider range of kinematics relevant at other experiments,
such as at JLab [77] and the future EIC [78] and LHeC
[79].

The resummed predictions we presented are accurate
for small values of τ1 where final-state hadrons are well
collimated into two jets. For large τ1 our predictions
have to be matched onto fixed-order predictions of non-
singular terms in τ1 from full QCD. We leave the perfor-
mance of this matching at O(αs) and beyond to future
work. However, we compared our cumulant τ1 cross sec-
tions for large τ1 to the known total cross section at fixed
x and Q2, and found that the cumulative effect of these
corrections on the whole cross section is roughly at the
several percent level for the kinematics we considered.

To achieve higher perturbative accuracy in the over-
all τ1 distributions we require both singular and the
above-mentioned non-singular corrections to higher or-
der. Here we achieved NNLL resummed accuracy, but
without non-singular matching corrections needed to
achieve NNLL+NLO accuracy. To go to NNLL′+NNLO
accuracy, we need the fixed-order hard, jet, beam, and
soft functions in SCET and non-singular terms in full
QCD to O(α2

s). These are already known for the hard
and jet functions. The soft function (known for e+e− to
O(α2

s) but not yet for DIS) and beam function (including
both t and p⊥ dependence for τb,c1 ) are not yet known.
Once they are, we could actually achieve N3LL accuracy
immediately since the necessary anomalous dimensions
are all known to sufficiently high order. In extractions
of αs from e+e− event shapes, it was found that adding
another order of accuracy in the fixed-order SCET and
full QCD calculations (i.e. adding a ′) reduces theoreti-
cal uncertainty in the final value for αs by about a factor
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SCET factorization for jets in ep

H quarks created at SD,  Hee(Q2)       Hep(-Q2)
B, J universal for ee, ep and S universal up to αs2
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FIG. 6: Cumulant cross section in τa
1 at Q = 80 GeV and

x = 0.2. Colored bands show theoretical uncertainties around
central values (lines) to LL (dotted line, green band), NLL
(dashed line, blue band), and NNLL (solid line, red band) ac-
curacy and the horizontal dashed line is the total cross section
at fixed x,Q2.

VIII. RESULTS

In this section we present our numerical results for the
three versions of DIS 1-jettiness: τa1 , τ

b
1 , and τc1 . We

plot the cross sections accurate for small τ1 resummed
from LL to NNLL accuracy, and also the singular terms
at fixed order O(αs) (NLO) for comparison. (We esti-
mate the size of the small missing non-singular terms by
comparing to the known O(αs) cross section integrated
over all τ1.) We start by describing the τa1 spectrum in
detail, and then compare the features of the τb1 and τc1
cross sections relative to the results for τa1 . We choose
s = (300 GeV)2 as in the H1 and ZEUS experiments.
For the PDFs, we use the MSTW2008 [110] set at NLO
and include five quark and antiquark flavors excluding
top. To be consistent with the αs used in the NLO
PDFs we use the 2-loop beta function for running αs

and αs(mZ) = 0.1202.
We present results for the cumulant cross section σc(τ1)
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Note that both the cumulant σc(τ1) and the differential
distribution dσ̂/dτ1 are differential in x and Q2. How-
ever, for notational simplicity we made their x and Q2

dependences implicit in this section.

A. τa
1 cross section

In this subsection, we present results for the cumulant
cross section σc(τ1) and differential cross section dσ̂/dτ1
for the “aligned” 1-jettiness τ1 = τa1 .
Fig. 6 shows the τa1 cumulant cross section, defined

by Eq. (183), at Q = 80 GeV and x = 0.2. In or-

FIG. 7: Weighted differential cross section in τa
1 at Q =

80 GeV and x = 0.2. Colored bands show theoretical uncer-
tainties around central values (lines) at fixed order αs (dot-
ted line, gray band) and resummed to NLL (dashed line, blue
band) and NNLL (solid line, red band) accuracy.

FIG. 8: Differential cross section in τa
1 at Q = 80 GeV and

x = 0.2 in the peak region, NNLL with nonperturbative shape
function taken into account (NNLL PT+NP, dashed, orange),
and without NP shape function at fixed-order αs (NLO PT,
dotted, gray) and resummed (NNLL PT, solid, red).

der to illustrate perturbative convergence the results re-
summed to LL, NLL, and NNLL accuracy are shown.
The bands indicate perturbative uncertainties by vary-
ing the scales µH,B,J,S given by “profile functions” as
described in Sec. VIIC 1, and there is excellent order-by-
order convergence, and beautiful precision at NNLL or-
der. The cumulant cross section increases monotonically
from the small τa1 region and begins to saturate near for
large τa1 where the integral defining this cumulant be-
comes that for the total cross section. There is a small
gap between the total cross section at O(αs) (dashed
horizontal line) and our NNLL cumulant at large τa1 , re-
flecting the small size of nonsingular terms not taken into
account in this paper. Note however that these terms are
important at the level of precision of our cumulant cross
section, and hence they will be considered in the future.
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FIG. 6: Cumulant cross section in τa
1 at Q = 80 GeV and

x = 0.2. Colored bands show theoretical uncertainties around
central values (lines) to LL (dotted line, green band), NLL
(dashed line, blue band), and NNLL (solid line, red band) ac-
curacy and the horizontal dashed line is the total cross section
at fixed x,Q2.
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FIG. 8: Differential cross section in τa
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x = 0.2 in the peak region, NNLL with nonperturbative shape
function taken into account (NNLL PT+NP, dashed, orange),
and without NP shape function at fixed-order αs (NLO PT,
dotted, gray) and resummed (NNLL PT, solid, red).

der to illustrate perturbative convergence the results re-
summed to LL, NLL, and NNLL accuracy are shown.
The bands indicate perturbative uncertainties by vary-
ing the scales µH,B,J,S given by “profile functions” as
described in Sec. VIIC 1, and there is excellent order-by-
order convergence, and beautiful precision at NNLL or-
der. The cumulant cross section increases monotonically
from the small τa1 region and begins to saturate near for
large τa1 where the integral defining this cumulant be-
comes that for the total cross section. There is a small
gap between the total cross section at O(αs) (dashed
horizontal line) and our NNLL cumulant at large τa1 , re-
flecting the small size of nonsingular terms not taken into
account in this paper. Note however that these terms are
important at the level of precision of our cumulant cross
section, and hence they will be considered in the future.
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